DISCOVERY:
Luminescent
“Windows” Could Transform
Light Into Power

Engineers from Rice University in Houston developed a novel
method of generating power through the use of glowing
“windows” that redirect light to the solar cells lining their
edges. The windows, known as luminescent solar concentrates
(LSCs), are composed of a conjugated polymer sandwiched
between two acrylic panels.
The polymer, a light-emitting compound dubbed PNV
(poly[naphthalene-alt-vinylene]), is designed to absorb light
from the sun and other light sources indoors before channeling
it toward the solar cells along the edge of each window pane.
The solar cells then convert the light into electricity as
usual.
PNV initially absorbed and emitted only red light. But the
engineers modified it so that it can absorb light in a variety

of colors. Lead author Yilin Li said he began the project as
part of a “smart glass” competition. But it quickly grew into
a study motivated by the need to solve energy issues for
buildings.
Solar rooftops have long been the mainstream solution to that
problem. But according to Li, solar panels need to be oriented
toward the sun to maximize their efficiency. Their appearance
is not very pleasing either. The solution Li and his team came
up with was integrated photovoltaics. He said the idea was to
build colorful, transparent, or translucent solar collectors
and apply them to the outside of buildings.
Their research paper appeared online in the journal Polymer
International.
“Windows” could generate power from light
Conjugated polymers are organic macromolecules that can be
modified to have specific properties, physical or chemical,
for a variety of applications. Today, conjugated polymers are
typically used to fabricate organic light-emitting diodes
(LED) and optoelectronic devices because of their unique
optical properties.
Experts have developed many kinds of luminophores–atoms that
manifest luminescence–over the last decade. But experts have
rarely done the same using conjugated polymers, said Rafael
Verduzco, a professor of chemical and biomolecular engineering
at Rice University who also took part in the research.
Part of the problem with using conjugated polymers is that
they can be unstable. They can also degrade rather quickly.
“But we’ve learned a lot about improving the stability of
conjugated polymers in recent years,” said Verduzco. In the
future, they may be able to engineer the polymers for
stability and optical properties.
However, it is worth noting that the amount of power generated

by the luminescent panels is far less than that collected by
the average solar cells used in commercially available panels.
Those panels routinely convert roughly 20 percent of sunlight
into electricity.
But the good thing about the group’s luminescent panels is
that they never stop working. The panels routinely convert
light from inside the building into electricity even after the
sun has gone down.
When the group tested how the panels convert sunlight and
ambient LED light into electricity, they found that the panels
had a power conversion efficiency of 2.9 percent in direct
sunlight and 3.6 percent under an ambient LED light. This
means that the panels were more efficient at converting
ambient LED light into electricity.
The group also simulated the return of energy from panels as
big as 120 square inches. They found that panels like these
would provide less energy. But they would still contribute to
a household’s needs.
Li suggested that their polymer compound could also be
modified to convert infrared and ultraviolet light into
electricity. Both lights would allow the panels to remain
transparent instead of colored.
PNV may even be printed in patterns on the panels so that they
can be turned into artwork, said Li.
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